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Introduction {#Sec2}
------------

Patient motion is a challenging problem in PET: it occurs regularly and is complex to estimate and correct for \[[@CR8], [@CR10]--[@CR12]\]. The use of MR navigators for motion correction (MC) of PET in simultaneous PET/MR typically entails dense sampling of navigators during the full PET scan, preventing other MR sequences from being acquired \[[@CR4], [@CR18]\]. Alternatively, MR navigators can be acquired interleaved in other MR imaging, but this is currently only implemented for a very limited number of MR sequences \[[@CR17]\]. These approaches with MR navigators, like many previous PET motion correction strategies, become too complex to be implemented in clinical routine and clinical research. We therefore present a study with an easily implemented MC setup using MR navigators sampled between other protocolled MR sequences during PET/MR brain scanning, to make motion quality control (QC) and motion correction clinically feasible. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the improvement in image quality and quantification with our method and assess its clinical feasibility.

Material and methods {#Sec3}
--------------------

Twenty-nine human subjects (healthy controls and patients) in an ongoing ethically approved dementia study were included. During a 30-min \[^11^C\]-PiB (453 ± 148 MBq) PET scan in listmode on a Siemens Biograph mMR \[[@CR5]\], 3D navigator volumes (2D EPI 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.0 mm^3^ voxels, 64 × 64 matrix, 36 slices, TE 30 ms, TR 3000 ms) were acquired in between other scheduled MR acquisitions at six time points (mean ± SD): 73 ± 10, 441 ± 13, 698 ± 62, 876 ± 129, 1412 ± 115, and 1947 ± 89 s after PET scan start. The scan setup is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. At each of the six sample points, 10 navigators (of 30 s duration in total) were acquired to check for noise in the navigator-to-navigator registration. The subjects were placed on the scanner bed to lie comfortably and their heads supported with foam wedges to restrict motion. The head coil does not allow room for a fixation band over the forehead.Fig. 1Setup of the PET/MR scan protocol used in this study. The PET framing (F1--F6) was set individually for each subject depending on the acquisition time of the navigators (Nav~1~--Nav~6~)

Navigators 2--6 (Nav~2~--Nav~6~) were rigidly registered to the first navigator (Nav~1~) using SPM \[[@CR16]\], and the motion magnitude for a point in the frontal cortex (60 mm in front of the scanners center of FOV) was calculated and plotted for assessment of maximum motion magnitude. This point was selected as the largest motion is typically seen in the front of the head \[[@CR11]\]. The calculations of the motion magnitudes were done by applying the geometrical transformation matrix (in homogenous coordinates \[[@CR7]\]) of a given navigator to the point (x, y, z, 1) = (0, 60, 0, 1) mm.

PET images were reconstructed with the mMR software employing OSEM-3D (4 iterations, 21 subsets, 5 mm FWHM Gaussian filter) using CT-based μ-maps \[[@CR1]\].

The three subjects with the largest maximum motion magnitude (11, 8, and 8 mm) and the only two PiB-positive patients amongst the seven subjects with maximum motion magnitude \>4 mm were selected for further analysis. Based on our prior work \[[@CR11]\], MC will not have any (positive) effect at motion magnitudes \>4 mm in this study. PET data was reconstructed into six frames, which were split at the midpoint between navigator start times (ensuring any PET data was linked to the nearest motion sample) and then averaged to one image after MC using the transformations obtained from the navigator registration. The framing was (mean ± SD) 259 ± 8, 306 ± 8, 191 ± 2, 342 ± 2, 546 ± 1, and 157 ± 19 s. The rigid motion correction of the PET frames was performed using the navigator positions and follows the principle of PET image-based motion correction, also known as multiple acquisition frames (MAF) \[[@CR14]\] as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. As with PET image-based MC, we assume no or negligible intra-frame motion.Fig. 2The principle of frame-by-frame motion correction to a common reference. In our study, the reference is the first PET frame (EM~1~) and thus there is no A~1~-transformation (courtesy of Oline Vinter Olesen, Technical University of Denmark)

A blinded evaluation comparing non-MC and MC PiB images was performed by a nuclear medicine physician specialized in neuroimaging doing both qualitative reading and quantitative analysis, the latter as SUVr (cerebellum to region ratio of SUVs (standardized uptake value)) calculated in the Siemens Syngo.via Scenium ratio analysis tool using a set of cortical standard regions \[[@CR6]\]. SUVr \>1.5 was considered an abnormal PiB uptake.

Results {#Sec4}
-------

The average of the maximum motion magnitudes measured over the 29 scans, each 30 min long, was 3.9 ± 2.4 mm (range: 1 to 11 mm). The motion for two subjects with maximum and minimum magnitudes are plotted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and show very low noise/internal motion between the 10 navigators (Nav~n,1~--Nav~n,10~) in each of the 30-s sampling periods (less than 1 mm in all 29 subjects).Fig. 3Plots of measured motion magnitude. Fifty-nine navigator volumes were registered to the first navigator (Nav~1,1~, reference position). The subject with the largest maximum motion magnitude is shown at the *top* and the subject with the lowest maximum motion magnitude (1 mm) at the *bottom*. The *red curves* are the motion at the 60 mm point representing cortex motion and is the reference point for motion magnitude in our study. The *purple curves* are the motion magnitude at the scanners center of FOV (cFOV). The individual translational and rotational components of the motion are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (part 2)

Results of both the visual and quantitative evaluation of the five motion corrected subjects are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Before motion correction, three of the five subjects were rated slightly blurred (8, 6, and 8 mm maximum motion magnitude, respectively) with no correlation between motion magnitude and rating. After motion correction, none of the images were rated as blurred. However, the improvement in image quality did not have clinical impact, as it was also observed in the quantitative scoring, where no noteworthy changes in SUVr following motion correction were seen. An example of the visual effect of motion correction is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Visual (qualitative) and quantitative scoring of the five motion-corrected subjects before and after MCSubjectPiB diagnosisMotion at cFOV + 60 mm (frontal cortex)Qualitative scoringQuantitative scoring SUVr (PiB neg. if \<1.5)Blurred?Rating: 1--5(best)Non-MCMCNon-MCMCNon-MCMCS1Negative8 mmNoNo441.061.07S2Positive8 mmYesNo342.592.67S3Positive6 mmYesNo343.013.05S4Negative8 mmYesNo341.051.04S5Negative11 mmNoNo441.081.08Mean ± SD3.4 ± 0.54.0 ± 0.0Fig. 4Visual results of motion correction. Subject five with an 11-mm maximum motion magnitude before MC in (**a**) and after MC in (**b**). The visual improvement with motion correction is minor, and our PiB images are as such not highly sensitive to motion artifacts (unless motion is unusual severe)

Discussion {#Sec5}
----------

Sparsely sampled MR navigators can be used for characterization, check for (QC), and correction of head motion in simultaneous PET/MR. A slight, overall decrease in blurring and an increase in image quality rating with MC was found, but with no impact on clinical interpretation. Decreased blurring was seen in the two patients with a PiB-positive scan and in one of the PiB-negative subjects (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) but not in the two other PiB-negative subjects with the same or larger maximum motion magnitude, even though one would expect motion blurring (and the effect of correcting for it) to be proportional to motion magnitude. We note that motion magnitude alone does not account for all motion details, the magnitudes in question are close to each other, and our blurring score is subjective with only minor changes reported. The missing correlation between motion magnitude and image blurring might also be caused by the image resolution (scanner and tracer) of \>5 mm being relatively high compared to the motion magnitudes ≤11 mm. Quantitative SUVr scoring does not change with MC, showing that scoring using cortical standard regions is robust against (minor/medium) motion, likely due to the use of large regions and low image contrast around them.

Our setup is simple and can be implemented with little effort on PET/MR scanners with simultaneous acquisition, as the MR navigator used here is standardly available. The duration of the MR sequences in the protocol used here (3--6 min) are typical for diagnostic MR of the brain and matches well with suitable PET frame duration for motion correction \[[@CR11]\]. Here, densely sampled navigators \[[@CR4], [@CR18]\] would block MR time, and using integrated/interleaved navigators \[[@CR17]\] for MC would severely limit the number of MR sequences available.

Sparsely sampled navigators as well as PET image-based MC \[[@CR11]\] yield motion correction at a lower, but clinically sufficient, time rate than densely sampled navigators would do. PET image-based MC is tracer dependent, possibly resulting in lower spatial accuracy of the motion estimates. Sparsely sampled navigators do not suffer from this dependency, but their time framing depends on sampling availability, as determined by the MR protocol used and will still suffer from remaining intra-frame motion like PET image-based MC does.

The noise properties as a function of frame length are investigated in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (part 1) of this paper. The 3--6 min frame lengths used here for MC does not seriously compromise the signal to noise ratio (SNR) \[[@CR9]\] as compared to the standard 30-min reconstruction, and motion correction at very high frequencies would require line of response-based PET reconstruction methods \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR15]\]. That the frame length is sufficient and does not miss major intra-frame motion (except for extraordinary cases of erratic motion) is in concurrence with our previous work \[[@CR13]\]. Thus, our method would be useful for rough correction of larger patient motions, but will not do high level motion correction, e.g., in Parkinson's patients.

We recorded 10 navigators in each sampling set requiring a 30-s recording time, but the low noise internally in each sampling set (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) shows that one navigator would be enough per sampling in future use of this method, making it very time efficient and clinically feasible.

The dominant orientations of head motion in brain imaging \[[@CR11]\] are from patients nodding their head and sliding downwards out of the scanner, which we also observed in this study on the mMR.

Although the effects of MC is limited in this PiB study, effects in longer (dynamic) scans, scans with larger motion magnitudes, other tracers (e.g., FDG) or smaller ROIs are expected, and the proposed navigator setup can easily be implemented for motion QC and MC in clinical practice with minimal adaption of standard scan protocols: on recent 40 min. \[^18^ F\]-FET pediatric studies we have applied sparsely sample navigator MC to aid accurate (quantitative) diagnostics. A similar system with PET image-based motion QC and MC \[[@CR11]\] has proven useful at our HRRT brain scanner where we have seen MC with 5 min framing greatly improving the image quality.

Conclusion {#Sec6}
----------

Sparsely sampled MR navigators can be used for motion QC and correction of head motion in simultaneous PET/MR. Image quality is slightly improved and blur is decreased but with no impact on clinical interpretation in the present study with limited maximum patient motion magnitude (1--11 mm). Our method has limitations compared to advanced MC methods with denser motion sampling, but in case of noteworthy artifacts from larger patient head motion, we have described a simple-to-use tool, easily implemented for motion correction in clinical practice.

Additional file {#Sec7}
===============

Additional file 1:**Part 1: dependency of image noise properties on frame length. Part 2: individual motion components for the two example patients in Fig.** [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} **.**
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